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Introduction: Heat generated by decay of the radioactive
isotopes and by tidal internal heating are the principal sources
of energy for the formation of endogenic surface structures
on Europa such as chaotic terrains, pits and domes. Europa
could undergo gradual or rapid changes of heat production
during its thermal history. Variations in heat production may
been caused by the early differentiation of the core and rocky
mantle, or later on by changes in the satellite’s orbit over time
(timescales of 10

�
yr) [1, 2], with episodic thermal (volcanic)

activity on the sea floor [3]. The heat transfer from the sili-
cate interior to the surface occurs in the ice shell by thermal
conduction or possibly by subsolidus convection [4, 5, 6, 7,
8]. Two dimensional numerical simulations of convection in
the ice shell of Europa are performed to explore the basic fluid
mechanics that potentially govern the response to changes in
amount of heat production.

Model. We consider a model of an ice shell overlying
a global ocean. The surface temperature is 95 K and the
bottom temperature of the ice shell is at the melting tempera-
ture of fresh water, 270 K. The ice is assumed to be viscous.
The Boussinesq fluid equations are solved with the ConMan
finite-element code [9]. The equations for incompressible con-
vection in dimensionless form are the equation of momentum,
continuity and energy, respectively given by
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where
� � �

is the dimensionless stress tensor,
� �

is the dimen-
sionless velocity, � is dimensionless temperature, � � is the
vertical unit vector,

�
is dimensionless time,

���
and

���
are the

dimensionless spatial coordinates, and � and � are the coor-
dinate indices. The stresses in dimensionless form are given
by
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where
 

is the pressure,
")� �

is the Kronecker delta, and $
is the temperature-dependent viscosity. In these preliminary
simulations, no tidal heating is included. The Rayleigh number
Ra is given by
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where
3

is gravity acceleration (1.3 m s ; � ), + �.-0/ is the coeffi-
cient of thermal expansion (1.6 < 10 ;�= K ;?> ), � is the thermal

diffusivity of the water ice (1.3 < 10 ;�@ m s ;?> ), and
1

is the
density of the water ice (917 kg m ; 8 ), " is the thickness of the
ice shell,

465
is the temperature drop between the top and the

bottom surfaces, $ 9 is the viscosity at the melting point. The
characteristic period for boundary layer instability A - in the ice
shell of Europa is in the range between 10 B and 10 @ yr.

The Stefan condition on front phase of the ice ceiling
describes the balance of energy between the ocean and the ice
shell, and it is given by
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where
C

is the latent heat of fusion of the water (3 <.M � B J
kg ;�> ), E is thickness of the ice shell, and

F H & � ' and
FLK & � ' are

the time dependent heat flux in the ocean and in the hot bottom
boundary layer of the ice shell. Let A / be the time scale for
a perturbation in the heat flux. If a heat pulse with additional
heat flux

4NF 9 occurs over a short time A /PO A - then the
convection does not have time to respond to the perturbation
and convection is outpaced by melting and thinning by

4 ERQS�TVUXWVYZ\[ . For example for
46F 9^] ML_a` ; � and A / ] M � B yr,

the ice shell thinning is
4 E ] 10 km. On the other hand,

if A /7b A - the convection can respond to the extra heat flux.
We perform a series of numerical convection experiments to
constrain this process.

The Newtonian temperature dependent viscosity of the
water ice is given by $dcGeXf\g�&*hi�j ' , whereT is the temperature.
The viscosity at melting temperature ranges between 10 > 8 -
10 > B Pa s. The ratio between the maximum and the minimum
viscosity during the numerical simulations is in range of 10

�
-

10 > 9 . The creep mechanism that likely contributes most to
the strain rate on Europa conditions of the ice shell is the
superplastic flow regime with grain boundary sliding (GBS)
deformation process in combination with dislocation motion.
The activation energy for GBS is Q=50 kJ mol ;�> [10].

Results. If the behavior of water ice deformation is de-
scripted by Boussinesq fluid equation, subsolidus convection
can occur in an ice shell of Europa thicker than 9-20 km (de-
pending on the melting temperature viscosity). Fig. 1 and
Fig. 2 shows temperature and velocity fields resulting from
simulations with a layer thickness of 15 km (Rayleigh number
of 1.1 < 10 k ) and of 50 km (Rayleigh number of 4.2 < 10

�
) respec-

tively, and both with a contrast of viscosity of M �l8 and melting
point viscosity of M � > 8 Pa s. Plumes in the ice shell originate
from instabilities in the thermal boundary layers. Fig. 3 shows
the average heat flux m at the base of the ice shell as a function
of the equilibrium ice shell thickness for a conductive layer,
for a convective ice shell with a viscosity at the bottom of the
water ice of M � > 8 Pa s and of M � >n= Pa s.

If a perturbation in the heat flux occurs over a time scale
A / b A - , then the convection can fully adjust to the changing
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Figure 1: Temperature and velocity fields for a simulation in a
domain 60 km wide and 15 km deep.

Figure 2: Temperature and velocity fields for a simulation in a
domain 200 km wide and 50 km deep.

heat flux, and the thickness of the ice shell over time can
be calculated by assuming that the ice shell passes through
a series of equilibrium states that can be reppresented by the
numerical simulations shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 shows the
response to changing of heat flux in this limit of oVprq#oVso0p

tvu ,
with a heat flux perturbation that varies as a gaussian in time
with a time scale of 1.5 w 10 x yr and a maximum value of 0.14y{z q�| . Curves for a conductive ice shell, for a convective
ice shell with a bottom viscosity of 10 }n~ Pa s, and of 10 }n� Pa
s are shown. The plots are obtained with the best fit of Fig. 3.
The results show quantitatively that tidal heating perturbations
in the silicate interior can have major effects on the ice shell
thickness.
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Figure 3: Averaged heat flux at the base of the ice shell � as
a function of the ice shell thickness X for a conductive layer
(solid lane), for a a viscosity at the bottom of � u }n~ Pa s (dia-
monds) and of � u }n� Pa s (triangles). In dotted line shown the
best fits of the data. The radiogenic heat flux from the silicate
indicated in dashed line (0.02 W

z q�| ).

Figure 4: Response to changes of heat flux with a gaussian to
change in bottom heat flux �a�����?�������)�:���������d�0�)� |I�r��|
with ���7� u\� u:� y{z q�| , ���a� u\� �I� y{z q�| , � ��� � � w�� u x yr.
The dotted line correspond to results with a bottom viscosity
of the water ice of 10 }n� Pa s, the dashed line with 10 }n~ Pa s,
and the solid line for a conductive layer.
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